Internece Rifts: 15 Daesh Insurgents Decapitated

MACHTOOG RAQ: Five family members of a Taliban commander were killed in an airstrike in Nijrab district of central Kapisa province last night, an official said on Friday.

Deputy governor Ahmad Rahim Tawakil also confirmed the incident, but he had no information about the occupation by the afghan army.
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5 of A Taliban Family Killed in Kapisa Blitz

Killed in Kapisa Blitz

Obaidullah Shinwari, the Provincial Council mem-
ber, confirmed the incident and said it happened due to internal conflict.

Once a Victim, Lawyer Bashes Bush Defends Others

KARUL - Now, a defense lawyer, Baden, who was bashed against a slavery form of trafficking was published A report covering Bushra headlined 'Standing up against a slavery form of trafficking was published offshore, in the media and even by Pajhwok Afghan News on February 25. The re-

The victims were admitted to the Burns Ward of the Afghan Women's Network (AWN), said young men and women difficult.
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